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Pass the Buck

guitar tuning: D - A - D - G - A - D
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Bob's Your Uncle

guitar tuning: D - A - D - G - A - D
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Rules of the Road

guitar tuning: D - G - D - G - Bb - D
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Swing

```
\[ \text{Music notation and tablature}\]
```
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Riff Raff

guitar tuning: E - A - D - G - B - E
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* bend up with vibrato
Double Espresso

guitar tuning: D - G - D - G - B - D
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Trashy Passion

guitar tuning: D - G - D - G - Bb - D
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Feet On My Back Again

guitar tuning: C - G - C - G - C - E
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Diminished Returns

guitar tuning: D - G - D - G - Bb - D
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Blue Lullaby

guitar tuning: D - G - D - G - B - D
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